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General Objective of the Module
We aim to provide simple comprehensive information, from the water circuit in nature to complex
information such as industrial water use or the relationship between limited water resources and global
demand/need. It also wants to help students to become aware of the gravity of the situation in which
we are, to develop their skills of self-evaluation of behaviors vis-à-vis water protection and footprint. A
theoretical introduction to the topic of water resources, water reservoirs, global water management,
water preservation, local and municipal water use, water in industry, resources in relation to demand,
effects and consequences of water pollution, safe drinking water and sanitation facilities, is desired.
This module is addressed to teachers directly by providing concrete information that can be
implemented in the classroom with students between 6 and 11 years old.
It is suggested that this material will help teachers introduce the preciousness of water and proper water
use to arise children's motivation and curiosity. Teachers can then move on to a more in-depth
discussion from different angles. According to the needs and the classroom setting, teachers can
organize appropriate activities as to lead the children to share, discuss or conduct the experiments, and
to think about water conservation and the properties of water from different perspectives. With the
information on different topics provided by this Handbook, teachers can enhance children's knowledge
of water resources and encourage them to share the water-saving habits with their family members and
friends.
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Learning Objectives
The proposed learning outcomes are based on the “Education for Sustainable Development Goals.
Learning Objectives” (UNESCO, 2017).
Skills:
1. The learner is able to explain the water circuit in nature and the impact that man has on
it (6-10, 11-14)
2. The learner is able to identify water preservation strategies to be implemented at home
(minimum 3 strategies 6-10 years, minimum 5 strategies 11-14 years)
3. The learner is able to collaborate with others and to develop commonly agreed-upon
strategies to deal with water resources protection to be implemented at school level
(minimum 3 strategies 6-10 years, minimum 5 strategies 11-14 years)
4. The learner is able to implement water protection strategies and encourage others to
follow their model (6-10 at the local level – home, school, 11-14 at the local level – home,
school, community)
5. The learner is able to understand their personal impact on a global issue and that each
student is part of the much needed change.
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Competences:
1. The learner is able to identify and connect the ecological, economic and social dimensions
of problem (6-10, 11-14).
2. The learner is able to evaluate their actions and behaviors and to find out if they are friendly
to the environment and to review them, if necessary (6-10, 11-14).
3. The learner realize the need for a large-scale change to protect limited resources and that
they play an essential role in this change (6-10, 11-14).
4. The learner is able to communicate about water pollution, water access and water saving
measures and to create visibility about success stories (6-10, 11-14).
Knowledge:
1. The learner understands water as a fundamental condition of life itself, the importance of
water quality and quantity, and the causes, effects and consequences of water pollution and
water scarcity (6-10, 11-14).
2. The learner understands that water is part of many different complex global
interrelationships and systems (6-10, 11-14).
3. The learner knows about the global unequal distribution of access to safe drinking water
and sanitation facilities (6-10, 11-14).
4. The learner is able to plan, implement, evaluate and replicate activities that contribute to
increasing water quality and safety and water preservation (6-10, 11-14).
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1. Introduction
The module is an excellent compilation of interesting facts and concepts regarding the Water
Resources Protection and Management in our environment. It aims to enhance the classroom
experience wherein the educators could use the information from the guide to make their teaching
more effective and attractive. It especially equips every educator with authentic and updated
knowledge on Water Resources, which is vital for environmental education.

2. Properties of Water
2.1.

Three States of Water
Water is colorless, tasteless and nontoxic. It exists in three different states: solid, liquid
and gas.

Water changes between these three states based upon the surrounding temperature.
Water freezes into ice, its solid form, at temperatures lower than 0°C; it evaporates into steam, or
gas form, at temperatures higher than 100°C.

GAS
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STATE
OF
WATER

SOLID

SOLID

LIQUID

LIQUID

GAS

Source: www.shutterstock.com/image-vector/state-matter-change-water-phase-fluid-2080761934

The water we drink is liquid, so is the water in the rivers, lakes and the sea. Clouds are made up of
tiny drops of liquid water. When referring to the amount of moisture in the air, we are actually
referring to the amount of water vapor. If the air is described as "moist", that means the air contains
large amounts of water vapor.
Changing States of Matter Lesson for Kids
https://study.com/academy/lesson/changing-states-of-matter-lesson-for-kids.html
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Fill balloons with solids, liquids, and gas. Solids are objects that keep their own shape and
do not flow in a given temperature. Ice is a solid but when it melts it becomes a liquid.
The liquid state of matter is an intermediate phase between solid and gas. Liquids do not
have their own shape but can take the shape of the container they are in and they can flow at a
given temperature.
Take an apple or carrot and try to squeeze the water out of it noting that it cannot easily
be squeezed out. Then place the apple and carrot separately into a liquefier and observe
the apple and carrot juice being produced. Discuss the change from the solid food (fruit)
to the liquid (fruit juice). Measure how much juice was found in one carrot or one apple.
States of matter for kids - What are the states of matter? Solid, liquid and gas
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQ4WduVp9k4

2.2.

Water Cycle
The natural water cycle describes the existence and movement of water on, above, and
below the surface of the Earth.

Evaporation

Melting
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ICE

WATER

Freezing

WATER VAPOUR

Condensation
A summary of the water cycle

Earth's water is always in movement and is always changing states, from liquid to vapor to ice and
back again. The water cycle has been working for billions of years and all life on Earth depends on
it.
Water is constantly circulating between the oceans, continents and atmosphere in a
system called the hydrologic cycle. Water from the oceans and land is transported into
the atmosphere by evaporation.
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Source for every language: www.usgs.gov/special-topics/water-science-school/science/water-cycleschools-and-kids

Water returns to the earth's surface by precipitation. On land, some of this water flows over the
surface in streams and rivers into lakes, reservoirs and the oceans.
Understanding how water on land, in the oceans and in the atmosphere is connected in the
hydrologic cycle is essential for the successful management of our water resources, factors affecting
one part the cycle can influence the entire system.
As U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) website mentions, we may think that every drop of rain that falls
from the sky, or each glass of water that you drink, is brand new, but it has always been here and is
a part of the water cycle:
•

The heat of the sun provides energy to make the water cycle work.

•

The sun evaporates water from the oceans into water vapor.

•

This invisible vapor rises into the atmosphere, where the air is colder.

•

The colder air causes water vapor to condense into water droplets and clouds.

•

Volcanoes can produce steam, which forms clouds.

•

Water drops form in clouds, which then fall to Earth as precipitation (rain and snow).

•

In cold climates, precipitation builds up as snow, ice, and glaciers.

•

Snow can melt, and then flows into rivers, the oceans, and into the ground.

•

Some ice evaporates directly into the air, skipping the melting phase (sublimation).

•

Rainfall on land flows downhill as runoff, providing water to lakes, rivers, and the oceans.
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•

Some rain soaks into the ground, as infiltration, and becomes groundwater.

•

Groundwater close to the land surface is taken up by plants.

•

Some groundwater seeps into rivers and lakes, and can flow to the surface as springs.

•

Plants take up groundwater and evapotranspire, or evaporate, it from their leaves.

•

Groundwater flows into the oceans, keeping the water cycle going.

Explore the water facts below to learn more about this valuable resource!
THE WATER CYCLE IS THE CONTINUOUS MOVEMENT ON, ABOVE, AND BELOW THE
SURFACE OF THE EARTH.
DRINKING WATER COMES FROM THREE MAIN SOURCES: GROUNDWATER, SURFACE
WATER AND RAINWATER.
WATER COMPOSES OF TWO ELEMENTS 2 PARTS HYDROGEN AND 1 PART OXYGEN = H2O
WATER REGULATES THE EARTH'S TEMPERATURE.
HOT WATER FREEZES FASTER THAN COLD WATERWATER.
SOUND TRAVELS ABOUT 4X FASTER FASTER UNDERWATER.
Possible questions for students: Do you know where water comes from? Do you know
what happens with water after rain? Why do we need water? Who else needs water?
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U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) - The Water Cycle for Schools and Kids
www.usgs.gov/special-topics/water-science-school/science/water-cycle-schools-andkids
Activities on States of water www.twinkl.ro/resource/ca-sc-49-states-of-water-activity

3. Water resources on Earth
Freshwater is a precious and scarce natural resource. Why? Because freshwater
accounts for only 2.5% of the Earth's water, 70% of which is in the form of glaciers and
snow caps in the poles and mountainous regions. The rest is salt water which is not
potable.
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Where is water on Earth?

Fresh water
2,50%

Surface/other
freshwater
1,20%

Other Saline
Water
0,90%

Ground water
30,10%

Atmosphere
3%
Soil Moisture
3,80%

Rivers
0,49%
Lakes
20,90%

Oceans
96,50%

Glaciers and
Ice Caps
68,70%

Gound Ice and
permafrost
69%

Total global water

Fresh water

Surface water and other freshwater

Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_resourceslife/resources/management-essentialguide/new-issue-needs-solved/

In a nutshell, suppose Earth's water is represented by 100 cups, only 2.5 cups are freshwater. More
than half of the world's freshwater resources are contained in 9 countries, as shown in the image
below.
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Source: www.waterconservation.gov.hk

Even in more water abundant countries, water resources may not be evenly distributed among
different regions. Water, once an abundant natural resource, is becoming a more valuable
commodity due to droughts and overuse. Severe droughts have occurred in many countries in recent
years:
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Source: www.waterconservation.gov.hk
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Water issues touches every segment of our society and all economic sectors. Population growth,
rapid urbanization and industrialization, agriculture and tourism, climate change, all put water under
increasing stress. Given this growing pressure it is critical that this vital resource is properly
managed. However, water is not always just a source of life, it can often be destructive. Floods and
tsunamis can destroy cities and have already caused numerous human casualties. Therefore, it is
important to pay special attention to the water on Earth and ensure that it is not destroyed by
humans. This is the only way we can continue to use this resource without restrictions in the future.
THE AMOUNT OF WATER ON EARTH HASN’T CHANGED SINCE THE PLANET WAS FORMED
TWO BILLION YEARS AGO.
THE WATER THAT COMES FROM YOUR FAUCET COULD CONTAIN MOLECULES THAT
DINOSAURS AND NEANDERTHALS DRANK.
APPROXIMATELY 97% OF THE WATER ON EARTH IS SALT WATER. ONLY 3% IS FRESH
WATER. OF THAT 3%, MOST IS FROZEN IN THE POLAR CAPS OF ANTARCTICA. THE
REMAINING 1% IS FOR ALL HUMANITY'S NEEDS.
Possible questions: Where can you find water at home? Where can you find water at
school? Where can you find water in the city? Where can you find water in the
landscape?
As a teacher you can introduce and make an association with the Story of Creation. Tell
the children the story of how God create the world including the seas, rivers and lakes
which give us water. The children can discuss why we need water and what the world
would be like if God did not create the seas, rivers and lakes (there would be no fish, we wouldn’t
go swimming in the sea, there would be no boats).
Global distribution of the world’s water www.greenfacts.org/en/waterresources/figtableboxes/8.htm
Global water resources
www.open.edu/openlearn/mod/oucontent/view.php?printable=1&id=2399
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4. Relationship between Humans and Water
4.1.

Water in our body

About 60% of the mass of the human body is made up of water, which is involved in many reactions
like blood circulation, digestion and excretion. Without water, humans cannot survive. If you don’t
get enough water, you can become dehydrated. Severe cases of dehydration can cause dizziness,
confusion, and even seizures. That’s why it’s important to get the water as your body needs every
day. How much you need can depend on human body size, physical exercise, weather outside, and
other things.
Water also plays an important part in urban development that all of the four ancient civilizations
grew up along large river valleys.
Apart from drinking, we use water to cook, clean our houses and to take a shower in our daily lives.
In production processes, water is used in agriculture, aquaculture, animal husbandry, textile
industry, heavy industry, sewage treatment and electricity generation.

Protein 18%
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Water 60%

Fat 16%
Minerals 6%

Newborn Toddler Child

Man

Woman Senior

Source: www.otsuka.co.jp/en/nutraceutical/about/rehydration/water/body-fluid/

The benefits of having safe drinking water:





Health (physically, mentally and socially) - Hygiene interventions including hygiene
education and promotion of hand washing can lead to a reduction of diarrhea cases by as
much as 45%. (Source: WHO)
Child mortality - decreases, meaning fewer babies and children are dying from preventable
diseases.
Productivity - By being healthy, the productivity rate is much higher because children can go
to school and women and men are able to work.
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Economic and development growth - Water and sanitation infrastructure helps to take the
first essential step out of the cycle of poverty and disease (Source: WaterAid).

Dangers of Unsafe Drinking Water






Becoming sick (illnesses like diarrhea, skin rashes) - 88% of diarrhea cases are due to unsafe
water supply, inadequate sanitation and hygiene. (Source: WHO)
Child mortality - Statistic: Water-related illnesses are the second biggest killer of children
worldwide. (Source: WaterAid)
Decreased productivity - Statistic: More than 200 million hours are spent each day by
women and female children to collect water from distant and often polluted sources.
(Source: WHO)
Lack of economic and development growth - The incidences of sickness, child mortality and
lack of productivity negatively affect the community’s economy and development, not just
one individual or family.
WATER REGULATES THE TEMPERATURE OF THE HUMAN BODY.
75% OF THE HUMAN BRAIN IS WATER.
A PERSON CAN LIVE A MONTH WITHOUT FOOD, BUT ONLY A WEEK WITHOUT.
A NEWBORN BABY IS 78%WATER. ADULTS ARE 55-60% WATER.
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IF YOU DRINK A LOT OF WATER BUT YOUR KIDNEYS CAN’T GET RID OF THE EXCESS, YOU
COULD DEVELOP A CONDITION DOCTORS CALL “HYPONATREMIA.”
What do you, the trees, and a hamster have in common? Give up? You all need water. All
living things must have water to survive, whether they get it from a water fountain, a rain
cloud, or a little bottle attached to the side of a hamster cage
Choose 3 students to explain the 3 scenarios. It is important to wash your hands:




After you use the bathroom
Before and after you eat
Before and after you cook

Why water is necessary in our body Video for kids
www.youtube.com/watch?v=xlsvpZk1L2U
Why Do We Drink Water? Peekaboo Kidz www.youtube.com/watch?v=31F0laJjyy8
The Importance of Drinking Water for Children www.youtube.com/watch?v=MDRlH0f0XOA
Why My Body Needs Water Labelling Activities www.twinkl.ro/resource/why-my-bodyneeds-water-labelling-activity-cfe-hw-132
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4.2.

Daily water use and consumption
“Water use” describes the total amount of water withdrawn from its source to be used.
Measures of water usage help evaluate the level of demand from industrial, agricultural,
and domestic users.

“Water consumption” is the portion of water use that is not returned to the original
water source after being withdrawn. Consumption occurs when water is lost into the
atmosphere through evaporation or incorporated into a product or plant (such as a corn
stalk) and is no longer available for reuse. Water consumption is particularly relevant when
analyzing water scarcity and the impact of human activities on water availability.
Water consumption in a community is characterized by several types of demand, including
domestic, public, commercial, and industrial uses. Domestic demand includes water for drinking,
cooking, washing, laundering, and other household functions.
A PERSON USES 152 LITRES PER DAY.
113L PER PROPERTY ARE LOST THROUGH LEAKAGE EVERY DAY.
ALMOST ALL OF US HAVE A WATER METER IN OUR HOMES
144L OF FRESHWATER PER PERSON PER DAY IS SUPPLIED FOR HOUSEHOLD
CONSUMPTION IN EUROPE.
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The largest use of household water is to flush the toilet, and after that, to take showers and baths.
That is why, in these days of water conservation, we are starting to see toilets and showers that use
less water than before.
We need water for cleansing and cooking in our daily life. However, the amount of water we
consume is far more than that we see because a large quantity of water is hidden.
The amount of water that is embedded in food or other products needed for their
production is known as virtual water. For example, to produce 1 kilogram of wheat, we
need about 1,000 liters of water, i.e. the virtual water consumption for the production
of this kilogram of wheat is 1,000 liters.
Create A Water Diary - Help students understand the importance of water by developing
awareness of their own daily consumption. For one day, have students write down all the
water or fluids they consume and, if possible, all of their water their family use during the
day. Ask them to think about their entries in detail, e.g. do they leave the tap on whilst brushing
their teeth? How long to they spend in the shower; how many glasses of water do they drink?
Typical activities that require water might include: Morning activities (brushing teeth etc.), Drinks,
Cooking food, Bathroom visits, Laundry, Cleaning, Washing dishes, Watering plants, Washing the
car etc.
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Water use at home
On average, 144 liters (1) of freshwater per person per day is supplied for household consumption
in Europe. This is almost three times the water requirement established (2) for basic human needs.
A significant part of this water could be saved, just by adopting some very simple day-to-day
practices.

Showering (3)

Brushing
teeth (4)

Water-saving
showers 89l/min

Tap off while
brushing
0l/min

Old showers
18-20l/min

Tap on while
brushing
6l/min

Flushing the
toilet (3)

Washing
dishes (3)

Two button
water-saving
models
3l/flush

Class
A
dishwasher
10l/wash
(ECO)

Old
style
toilet 9l/min

Washing up
dishes by hand
50-150l/wash

Washing
clothes (3)

Class
A
machines
60l/wash
Old
machines
130l/wash

Note: Water consumption per activity car vary considerably. The figures above should be taken as indicative.
Source: (1) EEA Indicator on use of freshwater resources; (2) A Review of Water Scarcity indices and
Methodologies, Sustainability Consortium; Brown and Matlock, 2011; (3) Six tips for smarter water use by
Vercon, Finland; (4) How can you save water by South Staffs Water, UK.
Source: pbs.twimg.com/media/D1iCwqkX4AAX9lj?format=png&name=4096x4096
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The Global Water Crisis | How Much Water Do We Really Use Every day?
www.youtube.com/watch?v=On9WRrFHVjY
How much water do we waste in our daily lives? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=38aYXZou4uc
8 signs your drinking water may be contaminated www.youtube.com/watch?v=iSKlY9Ldck4
How to Find Signs of Contamination in Homes with Well Water angelwater.com/blog/ismy-well-water-contaminated/
Freshwater Counter annually/monthly/daily www.theworldcounts.com/stories/averagedaily-water-usage
Clothes, footwear and household textiles are also responsible for water consumption and pollution.
The fashion industry is a huge consumer of water globally.
It’s estimated that the fashion industry currently uses around 93 billion cubic meters of water per
year, which is four percent of all freshwater extraction globally. On current trends, this amount is set
to double by 2030.
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TO PRODUCE

Liters of water is needed

Source: www.statista.com/chart/19164/insatiable-thirst-of-fashion/

4.3.

Sources of water pollution

European Environment Agency (EEA) mentions that Access to clean water for drinking and sanitary
purposes is a precondition for human health and well-being. Most people in Europe have access to
drinking water of good quality. However, in some parts the quality still frequently does not meet
basic biological and chemical standards.
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Clean unpolluted water is also essential for our ecosystems. Plants and animals in lakes, rivers and
seas react to changes in their environment caused by changes in chemical water quality and physical
disturbance of their habitat.
The Main Causes of Water Pollution
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industrial Waste. Industries and industrial sites across the world are a major
contributor to water pollution
Marine Dumping
Sewage and Wastewater
Oil Leaks and Spills
Agriculture
Global Warming
Radioactive Waste.

According to the European Environment Agency (EEA) almost all human activities can impact the
water. For agriculture, the key pollutants include nutrients, pesticides, sediment and fecal microbes.

Don’t hesitate to introduce a water based activity in class. Kids will enjoy playing with
water.
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Source: truthaboutfluoride.com/does-boiling-water-remove-fluoride/
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Mind Mapping - Write on the board “Water Pollution”.
Ask each student in turn to give a word or phrase that relates to water pollution and
write their responses attached to the central term.
Ask the students if they have ever seen examples of water pollution. Have them give
details like location, type of water body, type of pollution, did they tell someone about it/make an
effort to clean it up? It is important to understand the ways in which society uses and pollutes water,
or modifies water courses.
What
is
WATER
POLLUTION
What
Causes
Water
Pollution?
www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEb7nnMLcaA
Learn How to Keep Our Water Clean www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3rLfrIUzY4
Water pollution — overview www.eea.europa.eu/archived/archived-content-watertopic/water-pollution/overview
Water pollution www.britannica.com/science/water-pollution
Water Pollution Information and Facts for Kids parenting.firstcry.com/articles/water-pollutioninformation-and-facts-for-kids/

5. Challenges ahead
5.1.

Water resource management (WRM)
Water resource management is the activity of planning, developing, distributing and
managing the optimum use of water resources.

According to the World Bank, water resources management seeks to harness the benefits
of water by ensuring there is sufficient water of adequate quality for drinking water and sanitation
services, food production, energy generation, inland water transport, and water-based recreational,
as well as sustaining healthy water-dependent ecosystems and protecting the aesthetic and spiritual
values of lakes, rivers, and estuaries.
This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This communication reflects the
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According to S.J. Marshall, water resource management is one of the world’s greatest challenges
due to competition for limited resources, regional disparities in water supply and affluence,
mounting global water demand, and pollution - and climate-change - induced water stress.
Integrated sustainable water resource management is an area requiring innovation, progress, and
international cooperation in the coming decades.
Clearly, factors such as population growth, demographic changes, economic development and
climate change have a critical impact on water resources.
This is in essence what water resource management is about: bringing together multiple
organizations, across different disciplines to plan for future water usage.
ADDRESSING BAD WATER MANAGEMENT IS A PREREQUISITE FOR MAINTAINING
EVERYONE’S WELL-BEING, INCLUDING THAT OF NEXT GENERATIONS.

What happens to water/ rain in cities? The goal is to think about paths of water in the
city, what kinds of water are available in cities and how it can be handled.

Managing water resources www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRF39NjdEOY
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Integrated Water Resources Management: Basic Concepts
www.iwapublishing.com/news/integrated-water-resources-management-basic-concepts

5.2.

Water security
Water insecurity is one of the greatest risks to global prosperity. Global water
consumption has doubled every 20 years, and by 2025, at least two-thirds of the world’s
population will likely be living in water stressed areas.

One of the goals of water resource management is related to water security. It is not possible to
‘predict and plan’ a single path to water security for rapidly growing and urbanizing global
populations. This is due to climatic and non-climatic uncertainties.
Societies can enjoy water security when they successfully manage their water resources and services
to meet the needs of each dimension of water security:




Domestic Water Security: Providing all people with reliable, safe water and sanitation
services.
Economic Water Security: Productive use of water to sustain economic growth in the food
production, industry and energy sectors of the economy.
Urban Water Security: Creation of better water management and services to support vibrant
and livable water-sensitive cities.
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Environmental Water Management: Health of rivers & aquifers and measurement of
progress on restoring rivers, aquifers and ecosystems to health on a national and regional
scale.
Resilience to water related natural disasters: Building of resilient communities that can
adapt to change and are able to reduce risk from natural disasters related to water and to
minimize the impact of future disasters.

Without water security there can be no national security. In fact, water is essential to the stability of
every country on the planet. Water security starts with water availability.
There must be enough water to satisfy diverse —and sometimes conflicting — needs. Good water
management necessitates the ability to transport, store, provide, regulate and conserve water. This
means that water of sufficient quality is fairly allocated, affordable and easily obtained.

MAIN WATER
RISKS
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Population Growth
Climate Variability &
Change
Land Use Change
Urbanization
Poverty
Natural Disasters

Source: www.climatelinks.org/blog/what-water-security

WHEN DRINKING UNSAFE WATER YOU MAY BECOME SICK (POSSIBLY CAUSING DEATH ESPECIALLY CHILDREN) AND UNPRODUCTIVE AT WORK OR SCHOOL.
WHEN DRINKING SAFE DRINKING WATER YOU ARE MORE LIKELY TO BE HEALTHY,
PRODUCTIVE AND HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO SUPPORT YOUR FAMILY.
It’s important for students to first understand the current state of clean water around the
world and how many families live without water. To do this, teachers can base a whole
lesson around this issue using infographics, posters and activity booklets.
Water is Security www.youtube.com/watch?v=qa7o_E5IsDk
Water Safety for your Child www.youtube.com/watch?v=DfjO2Dcg7mY
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What is Water Security? Infographic www.unwater.org/publications/water-securityinfographic/
Water security for all www.unicef.org/media/95241/file/water-security-for-all.pdf

5.3.

Water crisis

According to World Water Vision Report there is a water crisis today, the crisis is not about having
too little water to satisfy our needs, but managing water so badly that billions of people - and the
environment - suffer badly.
Water crisis is the lack of fresh water resources to meet the standard water demand. Two types of
water scarcity have been defined:
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Physical water scarcity is where there is not enough water to meet all demands, including
that needed for ecosystems to function effectively.
Economic water scarcity is caused by a lack of investment in infrastructure or technology to
draw water from rivers, aquifers, or other water sources, or insufficient human capacity to
satisfy the demand for water.

Even in countries with adequate water resources, water scarcity is not uncommon. Although this may
be due to a number of factors — collapsed infrastructure and distribution systems, contamination,
conflict, or poor management of water resources — it is clear that climate change, as well as human
factors, are increasingly denying children their right to safe water and sanitation.
Watch a water documentary. There are plenty of fascinating water documentaries you can
screen to your students. Blue Gold: World Water Wars – as with the other films, you’ll get
a heavy dose of the water crisis.
Why not challenge students to limit their access to water for a day (not the drinkable water,
but for other uses)? They’ll soon realize just how much clean water is a key part of each
and every day.
Fresh
water
scarcity:
An
introduction
to
the
problem
www.youtube.com/watch?v=otrpxtAmDAk ; Why Water - Learn about the water crisis and
how you can help www.youtube.com/watch?v=womIxQqO2tE
The Water Crisis water.org/our-impact/water-crisis/
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Statistics of the
water crisis
783 million
People do not have acces to
clean and safe water
worldwide

443 million
School days are lost each
year dut to water related
diseases

319 million
People in Sub-Saharan Africa
are without access to
improved reliable drinking
water sources

1 in 9 people
World wide do not have
access to safe and clean
drinking water

80% of illnesses
Are linked to poor water and
sanitation conditions in
developing countries

Over 1/2
Of the developing world’s
primary schools don’t have
access to water
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Source: es.venngage.com/templates/infographics/water-crisis-9219fddd-906f-419f-8d6f-f64831d669a4

5.4.

Sustainable Development Goals 6

Sustainable Development Goal 6 is about "clean water and sanitation for all". It is one of
17 Sustainable Development Goals established by the United Nations General Assembly
in 2015, the official wording is: "Ensure availability and sustainable management of water
and sanitation for all" (United Nation, sdgs.un.org).
The Challenge: Every year millions of people, most of them children, die from diseases associated
with inadequate water supply, sanitation, and hygiene. Each day, nearly 1000 children die due to
preventable water and sanitation-related diarrheal diseases.
The benefits of having access to an improved drinking water source can only be fully realized when
there is also access to improved sanitation and adherence to good hygiene practices. Clean water
is critical to survival, and its absence can impact the health, food security, and livelihoods of families
across the world.
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Sustainable Development Goal 6
ENSURE AVAILABILITY AND SUSTAINABLE AMANGEMENT
OF WATER AND SANITATION FOR ALL

TARGET 6.2

By 2030, achieve universal and
equitable access to safe and
affordable drinking water for
all.

By 2030, achieve access to
adequate
and
equitable
sanitation and hygene for all and
end open defecation, paying
special attention to the needs of
women and girls and those in
vulnerable situations.

INDICATOR 6.1.1

INDICATOR 6.2.1

Proportion of population using
safely managed drinking water
services.

Proportion of population using
safety managed sanitation
services, including a handwashing facility with soap and
water.

TARGET 6.1

Source: www.grida.no/resources/13739

Sanitation is the proper disposal of waste water and trash.
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Waste water is used water from various sources including: Toilet/Latrine, Bathing,
Kitchen, Laundry, Industry, and Agriculture.
When waste water and trash are not properly disposed they can contaminate:




Clean water supplies
Rivers, lagoons, ocean
Ground water.
THE COMMUNITY NEEDS TO WORK TOGETHER TO MAKE A POSITIVE CHANGE IN THEIR
CURRENT WATER AND SANITATION SITUATION.
IN YOUR COMMUNITY IT IS IMPORTANT TO IDENTIFY, WHICH WATER SOURCES HAVE
SAFE DRINKING WATER.
GERMS ENTER YOUR BODY THROUGH YOUR HANDS, FOOD AND/OR UNSAFE WATER.
TO PREVENT WATER-RELATED ILLNESSES YOU SHOULD ONLY DRINK AND USE SAFE
DRINKING WATER.

According to UN-Water today, 2 billion people lack access to safely managed drinking water services
and 3.6 billion people lack safely managed sanitation services. Unsafe hygiene practices are
widespread, compounding the effects on people’s health. The impact on child mortality rates is
devastating with more than 700 children under five who die every day from diarrheal diseases due
to poor sanitation, poor hygiene, or unsafe drinking water.
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Introduce students to the Sustainable Development Goals and Goal 6: Clean Water and
Sanitation. Introduce the term “Day Zero” with regards to water: the day when citizens
run out of clean drinking water.
Access to Clean Water and Sanitation: A Guide To Global Issues|Global Citizen
www.youtube.com/watch?v=KihgZDYSfks
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 6: Clean Water And Sanitation
www.youtube.com/watch?v=HszSrdjQ0Oo
Understand
Goal
6:
Clean
Water
and
Sanitation
(Primary)
www.youtube.com/watch?v=qTX28qH5jT4
Water, Sanitation and Hygiene www.unwater.org/water-facts/water-sanitation-andhygiene/
SDG 6: Clean Water and Sanitation in.one.un.org/page/sustainable-developmentgoals/clean-water-sanitation-sdg-6/
Cities Need to Prepare for Water Day Zero www.scientificamerican.com/article/cities-need-toprepare-for-water-day-zero/

5.5.
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Water conservation

Every community has their own needs and should determine how much water is necessary for
various activities such as washing laundry, preparing food and drinking water. Water conservation
tips:
Kitchen









Do not thaw food under
running water. Let it defrost
inside the refrigerator.
Do not wash dishes and
vegetables under a running
tap. Wash them in a sink or
container filled with water.
Water plants with the same
water used for washing
vegetables and fruits.
Install flow controller on
water tap.
Run dishwashers with a full
load.

Source:
www.istockphoto.com/search/2/image?mediatype=illustration&phrase=kitchen
+cabinets
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Bathroom









Take a short shower instead
of a bath.
Turn off the tap while
brushing teeth, soaping hands
or shaving.
Use water-saving devices,
water-efficient showerhead,
washing machine and dual
flush toilet cistern, pay
attention to water efficiency
labels.
For dual flushing cistern, use
reduced flush for liquid waste and avoid flushing unnecessarily.
Install flow controller on water tap.
Run washing machines with a full load.

Other activities
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Teach children that water is not for games.
Wash cars with the water bucket and towel, instead of a running hose.
Fix dripping taps and water mains promptly.
Water your garden early in the morning or late in the evening to avoid water evaporation.
Rinse your terrace, balcony or pavement when necessary using a bucket instead of a hose.
Notify the authorities or the person in charge if you come across a leakage in a public or
private space.
Encourage your friends and family to adopt a water-saving behavior, particularly in areas
when water resources are limited.

The trick is making water conservation a way of life—not just something we think about once in a
while. Citizen engagement is crucial for ensuring efficient water use in communities. Water
management depends on all of us and therefore we must take action!
Ask students to read and think about our 25 ‘Water Hero‘ tips. What do they currently do
to help save water and protect the environment? Could they do more? The students could
divide the tips into two groups: lists of the things they already do, and the things they will
start to do. As a more creative activity, the class could make eco posters or banners about the
importance of conserving water and protecting our rivers and oceans. Their posters/banners could
feature our tips, as well as their own water facts and colorful images.
IT IS IMPORTANT TO CONSERVE WATER BECAUSE THERE IS NOT ENOUGH SAFE
DRINKING WATER FOR PEOPLE TO WASTE.
SAFE DRINKING WATER IS NOT FREE DUE TO THE COSTS OF THE OPERATION AND
MAINTENANCE OF THE WATER SOLUTION.
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Water Saving Tips and Tricks - Let's Save the Planet - The Environment for Kids
www.youtube.com/watch?v=nTcFXJT0Fsc
Using and saving water at school www.melbournewater.com.au/water-data-andeducation/learning-resources/browse-resources-year-level/using-and-saving-water
25 ‘Water Hero‘ tips https://cdn.creatureandcoagency.com/uploads/2018/03/WaterConservation-Primary-Resource.pdf

Why it’s Important to Conserve Water?
To guard against rising
costs & potential conflict

To prepare for
future droughts
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To make water available for
recreational purposes

To preserve
the environment

To strengthen
communities

Source: www.thebalancesmb.com/conservation-efforts-why-should-we-save-water-3157877

Below are some of the main reasons it is important to conserve water.
•

•

•
•

•

It minimizes the effects of drought and water shortages. Even though water eventually
returns to Earth through the water cycle, it's not always returned to the same spot, or in the
same quantity and quality.
It guards against rising costs and political conflict. Failing to conserve water can eventually
lead to a lack of an adequate water supply, which can have drastic consequences: rising costs,
reduced food supplies, health hazards, and political conflict.
It helps to preserve our environment, helps to reduce pollution and conserve fuel resources.
It makes water available for recreational purposes, not just swimming pools, spas, that we
have to think about, but also used for beautifying our surroundings—watering lawns, trees,
flowers, and vegetable gardens, and filling public fountains at parks.
It builds safe and beautiful communities: firefighters, hospitals, gas stations, street cleaners,
health clubs, gyms, and restaurants all require large amounts of water to provide services to
the community. Reducing our usage of water means that these services can continue to be
provided.
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Call all for action. Show students that they affect the world around them, and motivate
them to do one concrete action to help nature. Students take a piece of paper and work
individually. Everyone writes down one concrete thing that they will do to save water,
plus one thing that they found out about water that they will share with their family and friends.
STORAGE CONTAINERS WITH LID REDUCE CONTAMINATION OF THE WATER
STORAGE CONTAINERS WITHOUT LID ARE OPEN FOR CONTAMINATION OF THE WATER
DON’T PUT HANDS INTO STORAGE CONTAINER
KEEP ANIMALS AWAY FROM SAFE DRINKING WATER
Tips on storing water properly
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Store safe drinking water in clean containers.
Clean container regularly with a small cap full of chlorine and a brush (being careful to rinse
all chlorine from container).
Store safe drinking water in closed containers so that animals, bugs and mosquitoes don’t
have access to the water. Covered narrow mouthed containers are safest for storing water.
Wash hands before collecting and carrying water.
Don’t put hands or anything other than designated water spoons (ladle) into storage
container.
Pour water from storage container into a separate smaller container as needed.
Only use clean long-handled spoons to get safe drinking water out of the container.
Keep water container off the floor and away from animals.
Make sure there is no puddles of stagnant water anywhere inside or near the home. If there
are, use this water to water plants right away.
Present the poster bellow: Store Your Water Safely. Choose a student to explain the
poster:

Storage of Water www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dq7XAFzjd24
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Water Storage Containers Come in All Shapes and Sizes, But Safe Storage Containers Should
Always Have Certain Characteristics www.clean-water-for-laymen.com/water-storagecontainers.html
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